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 Hunger Vital Sign National Community of Practice 
Annual In-Person Meeting 
National Anti-Hunger Policy Conference 
February 23rd, 2019 3:00 - 5:00pm 
 
Attendees 

 Richard Sheward, Children’s 
HealthWatch 

 Alexandra Ashbrook, FRAC 

 Valerie Smith, East TX Food Bank 

 Stephanie Ettinger de Cuba, 
Children’s HealthWatch 

 Lyndsey Haight, Our Neighbors 
Table 

 Madeline Levin, Social Policy 
Research 

 Lori Townsend, Our Neighbors 
Table 

 Allison Bovell-Ammon, Children’s 
HealthWatch 

 Sarah DeSilvey, Yale/University of 
Vermont Medical Center 

 Derrick Lambert, Share Our 
Strength 

 Emily Gartenberg, Share Our 
Strength 

 Lisa Glass-Kornstein, Shwa 

 Catherine Drennan, Greater Boston 
Food Bank 

 Karen Broussard, Second Harvest 
Food Bank of Central Florida 

 Heather Hartline-Grafton, FRAC 

 Kofi Essel, Children’s National 
Health System 

 Lucinda Perry Jones, Operation 
Food Search 

 
Round of Introductions: What people are working on? 

Advocacy and systems level changes to address the SDoH 
 Orlando food bank convened task for of health care providers – American health assoc,; 

health care clinics—looking to get HVS screener into all these systems (Karen 2nd Harvest 
Food Banks) 

 Health & wellness team and community market on site as well as a toolkit (Greater 
Boston food bank – Catherine – colleague Rachel also attends but not here) – Creating a 
hunger to health collaborative stop & shop – three projects: 1) screening; 2) awareness 
campaign 3) partnership with Museum of Science – Mass Health doing an ACO flex 
services funding effort to screen for housing and food 

 Screening and referral for SoDH – has an IT  system where they sceen for food insecurity 
connect folks to food programs (Lisa – health IT SHWA start-up)  

 Work to expand access to summer meals and other child nutrition programs & getting 
summer meal sites into hospitals (Emily & Derek SOS) 

 Terminology & methods—how to improve connections between research, policy and 
practice—valued based care (Sarah) 

 State, value-based care opportunities to address the social determinants of 
health(Allison CHW) 
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 Launched Fresh Rx – working with pregnant women and two school districts (Lucinda, 
Operation Food Search in Missouri)- trying to prove that food should be a reimbursable 
part of health care – also working with credit union to screen people for food insecurity 

 Children’s National Health System – screening at all clinics, teaching residents - next 
generation of providers (Kofi) 

 Partnering with a local pediatricians office and piloting on screening and intervening –
Amesbury, MA is food secure (Laurie & Laurie – our neighbors table) 

 Program evaluation in and around this space – qualitative research around social 
programs – doing a study for FNS on making SNAP more accessible & guidebook for 
primary care for health providers (Madeleine) 

 Social Work has been doing the screening and intervening work for a long time 
(Stephanie CHW) 

 Children & schools looking at getting the screening into their health enrollment health 
forms – health care/food bank partnership looking at health and food interventions 
(Valerian pediatrician in Tyler, TX – non profit community health center) 

 
Round of Introductions: What Obstacles do People Face? 

 Many people are screening for SoDH so to align screening for food insecurity with those 
efforts 

 Lisa – how to bring SHWA to scale  

 People bring up stigma associated with asking the questions 

 Seniors and lack of screening & negative health outcomes (Madeleine) 

 As medical field takes over a conversation of basic needs – we don't complicate the idea 
of putting food on the table and over medicalize things (Lindsey) 

 Challenges to other clinicians to screen – seeing the value of it and work flow is a huge 
barrier – lifespan illness that intersect with SDOH i(Valerie) 

 
Concrete Activities for the Next Year 
1) Policy Subgroup  
National Happenings: New Voices into Anti-Hunger Agenda 

 Inadequacy of SNAP benefits – Thrifty to Low-Cost food plan - Alma Adams’ bill 

 Summer EBT 

 Co-enrollment (SNAP, WIC, Medicaid, etc.)  
Policy Statements within Health World 

 Mass Medical Society 
Insurance Regulation/Health Care Operations 

 Ask to get all the pieces together that make the case for reimbursement  
Ideas 

 We should be having an idea on what to ask for in terms of appropriations (Rep. Clark  
D-Mass has asked us to weigh in) 

 Getting each of the four groups to ensure to put their notes/information in box 
2) Coding 
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Application to present an ICD 10 code for food insecurity – language to: 

 communicate with patients 

 sharing care 

 watching problems over time (all risks are calculated by risks that are identified in 
claims) 

Moving Forward: 

 March 6th news released via ICD code 

 Looking at inability to follow prescribed diet bc of lack of resources 

 More diagnostic criteria 

 Valerie – some people will require to screen at enrollment  

 Sarah – interesting point about how if you get reimbursed for screening in one health 
plan & not in others could end up charging some low-income patients $13  

 Is there reimbursement for interventions? 

 depends on what you are doing – but sarah says there are interventions that can get 
funded MTM (food, safety check, nutrition) 

 Medicaid Advantage can include food  
3) Research 

 How do we deal with the privacy side?  Get communications so that referrals out and 
actions get back to the hospital/medical site 

 how do we get more research around the interventions and how they work  (Our  
neighbors table) 

 Need research on screening frequency and intervals for various patient populations 

 projects that can be scaled 

 summer feeding & research 

 need to build trust and what happens if you give patients food right away v. now 
4) Clinical Implementation 

 Children’s Mercy and university of SC – Debbie put together a health care guide and SOS 
is working to help start summer meal sites at more hospitals – need to get info. out – TA 
to peer-to-peer networks and materials & did a poster session at the Root Cause 
Conference –summer meal site 

 Preventive Weight Clinic connects to a food pharmacy or summer meal site – having 
something there to refer patients in house can provide comfort to folks for referrals 

 St Louis – Drs scared about opening a Pandora’s box when asking about the FI – so they 
gave a box with everything you need to have in it to cook – good step in terms of trust 
building and then patient goes to a SW  

 Learning community on implementation issues is very valuable   

 Children’s screen at 0 months, 6 months, and then once a 1 – but folks may do it more – 
so maybe someone is food insecure at 3 months but not a 6 months – (Kofi – need to be 
able to give folks something right away to patients to build trust and rapport) – asking a 
vulnerable question time and time again, and why are questions changing 
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General thoughts/Ideas on NCoP collaboration 

 Start a list serve 

 Collaborate on grant proposals for projects together 

 We should gather and feature 1-2 page summaries of everyone’s work. E.g., “Clinical 
and Community Initiatives to Address Food Insecurity: Profiles of HVSNCoP Members”. 
Having a collection of case studies and best practices could serve as a tangible item for 
us to produce, while being helpful to the field. As everyone was sharing their work 
during intros, I thought “we need to be capturing and elevating this info”. I could see us 
asking selected members (or putting a call out for volunteers) to produce a case 
study/profile using a template, and then compiling everything into one larger document 
(or for a website). The members get their work highlighted by a “national group”, and 
the HVSNCoP has something to share with the field. Seems like a win-win.  

 


